Comparisons between biodiversity and other complex systems can facilitate crossdisciplinary exchange of theories and the identification of key system processes and constraints. For example, due to qualitative structural and functional analogies to biological systems, coupled with good data accessibility, computer operating systems offer opportunities for comparison with biodiversity. However, it remains largely untested if the two systems also share quantitative patterns. Here, we employ analogies between GNU/Linux operating systems (distros) and biological species, and look for a number of well-established ecological and evolutionary patterns in the Linux universe. We demonstrate that patterns of the Linux universe match the macroecological patterns: Linux distro commonness and rarity (popularity of a distro) follow a lognormal distribution, power law mean-variance scaling of temporal fluctuation, and there is a significant relationship between niche breadth (number of software packages) and commonness. The diversity in the Linux universe also follows general macroevolutionary patterns: The number of phylogenetic lineages increases linearly through time, with clear per-species diversification and extinction slowdowns, something that is unobservable in biology. Moreover, the composition of functional traits (software packages) exhibits significant phylogenetic signal. Our study provides foundations for using Linux as a model system for eco-evolutionary studies, as well as insights into patterns and dynamics of computer operating systems, which may be used to inform their future development and maintenance. The co-emergence of patterns across systems suggests that some patterns might be produced by system-level properties, independently of system identity, which offers an empirical argument for non-biological explanations of fundamental biodiversity patterns.
Introduction
Exploring analogies between biological and non-biological systems can be beneficial for both natural and social sciences. The comparison of structural analogies across different systems can leverage knowledge on one system to inspire hypotheses and theory for another system.
Examples are the adoption of theory first developed in biology to explain the evolution of cultural phenomena (1) , and the feedback between theoretical foundations of evolutionary biology, ecology and economics (2) (3) (4) . Comparing biodiversity with structurally similar systems can help decipher its inherent complexity, by distinguishing phenomena that require biological explanations from those that are produced by system-level constraints, independently of system identity (5). Finally, well-documented non-biological systems might serve as model systems to help address complex questions in biology, or to explore patterns that are effectively unobservable in nature. The latter aspect is potentially crucial for global biodiversity science, given our limited capacity to document biological processes across space, time, and taxa (6, 7), and by our inability to conduct experiments at large spatial and temporal scales.
An area sharing analogical properties with natural systems, and hence offering an opportunity for comparison of patterns, is the universe of open source GNU/Linux operating systems (hereafter Linux, where each operating system is known as a distro; Table 1 ). Each distro can be viewed as a species (8) , and the number of devices on which the distro is installed as its population abundance. Because distro abundance changes through time, distros have population dynamics. Distros contain software packages that determine their applicability in their environments, similar to species traits. There is natural selection acting in the Linux universe, in that distros compete for resources (adoption by users and attention of developers) (8) and are selected based on their traits. Finally, the evolution of distros is influenced by environmental factors (hardware architecture and user requirements) (9) and constrained by inherited 'genetic' material (user accustomization and cost-effective development through reuse of code) (10, 11) ; as a result, Linux distros have a genealogy which is potentially analogous to a phylogenetic tree.
While it has previously been suggested that computing systems might behave analogously to biological systems (8, 12) , such analogies have mostly been used to understand the development and maintenance of computing systems (10, 13, 14) . However, such comparisons have been mostly qualitative, almost anecdotal; thus far, there has been no systematic comparison of quantitative laws and patterns that emerge in the two systems.
Despite the general paucity of strict laws in ecology and evolution (15) , there are quantitative patterns that are consistently observed across taxonomic, geographical and temporal scales. Familiar examples include: skewed species-abundance distributions (16) (17) (18) , power-law mean-variance scaling of population fluctuations (19, 20) , latitudinal gradients of diversity (21, 22) , species-area relationships (21, 23) , relationships between niche breadth and range size (24) , trait similarities in phylogenetically related species (25, 26) and slowdowns of diversification rates over evolutionary time (27, 28) . Typically, these patterns are interpreted in the context of eco-evolutionary processes, although non-biological (statistical, geometrical, neutral) interpretations have also been suggested (29) (30) (31) .
In this paper, we test if patterns that appear in ecology and evolution also appear in the Linux universe. We look for ecological patterns, such as the skewed species-abundance (or range size) distributions and power-law mean-variance scaling of population fluctuations.
We also look for evolutionary patterns, specifically: a phylogenetic signal in traits, slowdowns of diversification rates over evolutionary time, and a positive relationship between niche breadth and range size. Where possible, we discuss the structural properties that likely generate common patterns in both biological and computing systems. Finally, we explore the potential of the Linux universe to serve as a model system for biodiversity by looking at key biological processes and at relationships that are almost impossible to study in nature, such as extinction-speciation dynamics or the speciation-area relationship.
Results and Discussion
We compared the quantitative structure of the two systems and found that the diversity patterns observed in the GNU/Linux universe matched a number of the macroecological and macroevolutionary patterns.
Macroecological patterns.
Linux distro hits per day, HPD (analogous to species commonness) followed a skewed frequency distribution and was well approximated by a lognormal probability density function (Fig. 1A, B) , with many distros having low HPD and few distros having high HPD. In ecology, species-abundance distributions (17, 32, 33) and distributions of range sizes (16, 34) are often best described by a skewed log-normal model, which emerges when individuals have a given probability of reproducing or dying, which in turn leads to stochastic multiplicative population dynamics (35) . In the Linux universe, similar dynamics likely emerge when users install (reproduction) and uninstall distros (death) on computers.
We also measured the relationship between mean (M) and variance (V) of HPD in 30 distros that were monitored on Distrowatch (www . distrowatch . com ) over the last 10 years. We found that the relationship can be modelled by a power function, where log V = -3.34 (±1.25SE) + 2.18 (±0.2SE) log M, and R 2 = 0.801 (Fig. 1C) . In population biology, such mean-variance scaling is known as Taylor's Power Law (TPL). TPL generally has an R 2 > 0.8 in both singleand multi-species systems (19, 29, 36) , with the exponent typically falling between 1-2 (20, 37) , while values ~2 are common in insect populations (19, 36) . Multiple hypotheses have been suggested to interpret empirical TPL exponents (20) . Exponents closer to 1 were linked to reproductive asynchrony (38) , species interactions (39) or hard upper limit on population size (37) . Exponents closer to 2 likely emerge from the simplest multiplicative models such as random walk or deterministic chaos (40) . Therefore, the exponent of 2.18 observed in the Linux universe suggests that the temporal dynamics of Linux distro HPD follow a simple unbounded stochastic model, with parameters similar to those found in insect populations. (±0.07SE), b = 0.14 (±0.03SE), p < 0.001, rP = 0.302; Fig. 2B ). Yet we found no significant relationship between HPD and the number of specialized software packages (Fig. 2C ). Here we consider both the number of packages and the number of applications to be analogous to the ecological concept of niche breadth, which is the suite of environments or resources that a species can inhabit or use (41) . By exploiting a greater array of resources and maintaining populations in a wider variety of conditions, a species may become more common, leading to range size. Therefore, not only do our findings generalize an ecological pattern found in another scientific field, they also have direct implications for the future development of successful operating systems, since broader functionality is linked to popularity (although this link is weak).
Macroevolutionary patterns. We selected three major Linux families (Debian, Red
Hat and SLS) to assess a number of macroevolutionary patterns (Fig. 3A) . In all three families, the cumulative number of phylogenetic lineages increased linearly through time (Fig. 3B ). In the Debian family, there was a peak in instantaneous per-species speciation rates around 2005, followed by a pronounced slowdown and a peak of extinction rates with a subsequent slowdown in 2006 (Fig. 3C ). Similar patterns occurred in Red Hat, but three years earlier (Fig. 3C) . In biological systems, diversification slowdowns are pervasive (27, 28) , and can be explained by competition for limited resources or for a finite niche space. This reasoning can also explain the diversification slowdowns in the Linux universe: we suggest that in the early 2000s Linux users had become comfortable with certain distros that satisfied most of the potential applications and user requirements -and therefore, speciation slowed down.
Because Linux and software packages have diverse functionalities and connections, we consider two distinct analogies with biological systems: Software packages can either be viewed as functional traits or as symbiotic species. Rather than arguing for either, we examined the Linux universe for both patterns. existing open-source software, making the process of package inheritance more similar to, e.g., horizontal gene transfer in bacteria (43) . Yet the presence of the signal indicates that some degree of functional similarity with the parent distro is still desired, perhaps by the users (they like the familiar), by the developers (they like to build on what has already been built), and by the need to avoid radical changes that cause bugs (12) . This result is consistent with a widespread macroevolutionary pattern known as phylogenetic 'signal' or 'autocorrelation' of traits, i.e. the tendency of closely related species to be functionally more similar than distant relatives (26, 44, 45) .
Second, considering the analogy of packages as symbiont species of hosts (distros), we examined the rate at which packages (symbiont) shift between distros (see (46) for such analysis in pathogens of primates): In 10 % (926 out of 9222) of packages, the rate of switches was lower than a neutral pace of evolution (i.e. Brownian Motion) (47), indicating strong host specificity (known as phylogenetic clustering). In the majority of packages however, host shifts occur at a rate that is indistinguishable from Brownian motion. Package niche (host) shifts occurring at slow evolutionary rates is consistent with niche conservatism, a pervasive property of biological systems (26, 45) . They can be caused by inherited constraints on potential evolutionary pathways (48) in the form of compatibility constraints on software. Additionally, they can be caused by stabilizing selection against host generalism (45) . For example, packaging of software compatible for multiple distros may require time/resources on behalf of developers; and thus a trade-off exists between maximizing compatibility within a distro (fitness) and producing up-to-date, fast evolving software compatible with multiple distros.
'Hard-to-test' macroevolutionary hypotheses. Further, the Linux universe can reveal evolutionary processes for which biological data typically do not exist, since the processes happen at timescales that are impossible to directly observe (e.g., extinction and diversification rates). We have already shown one such process: density-dependent diversification. Another prominent hypothesis is that large areas are more likely to produce new species, since it is more likely for populations to become isolated or to encounter different selection pressures. Isolation is known to limit gene exchange and cause allopatric speciation (21, 49) . We found support for the positive area-diversification relationship in the Linux universe -we related the number of diversification events to the human population of each country (Fig. 5A) , and to the country's area (Fig. 5B) , detecting a significant positive relationship in both cases (GLM, quasipoisson family, p < 0.0001). If this relationship holds in the Linux universe, a system with numerous structural analogies to biology, then expecting the existence of such relationship in biology (where it cannot be directly observed) seems plausible.
The significance of co-emerging patterns between systems: The Linux universe and biological systems do not only showcase many structural analogies (as already pointed out by (12) ), but also share quantitatively similar emerging properties, including patterns of commonness, niche breadth, and evolutionary rates. This has a number of implications. First, it suggests that Linux has the potential to be a model system for macroecology and macroevolution, especially helpful in cases where no biological data exists -we have demonstrated this using direct observation of decreasing speciation and extinction rates over time. However, the potential use of the Linux universe as a model for biodiversity extends beyond the comparisons we make here. More analogies could be made, and patterns analyzed, based on easily retrievable empirical data on Linux. For instance, economic activity tied to Linux applications could serve as an analogy to productivity of geographical areas and allow studying productivity-biodiversity relationships (50). Here we have completed the first step of identifying similarities between the two systems, and these initial analogies should be complemented with a more thorough exploration of the Linux systems to fully assess their utility as a model for biological systems.
At a more basic level the similarities between computing and biological systems have implications for a field commonly called memetics (1) , which explains dynamics of cultural phenomena using evolutionary models. Like biological systems, operating systems can be viewed as 'living structures' and as we show, can be viewed as memes. Our key contribution here is that such memes not only obey evolutionary patterns, they also obey ecological patterns, which perhaps calls for an extension of memetics to encompass both cultural evolution and ecology.
Conclusion.
Several researchers have already advocated biological evolution and ecological principles as a source of inspiration for software ecology (10) and evolution (9, 10, 12, 51) but, until now, this has remained mostly at the level of qualitative comparisons (the exception being research on networks) (10, 14) , and the target audience was mostly computer scientists. Here we show, directly, that simple biological patterns do occur in a universe of computer operating systems, and we argue that these analogies can be useful to ecology, not just to computer science. The unveiled prevalence of simple patterns (e.g., log-normal abundance distributions, phylogenetic signal) in both biology and the Linux universe could mean that these patterns are fundamentally non-biological -a mere outcome of mathematical, geometric, or structural constraints common to both systems (5). Thus, it may be possible that these patterns can be found in other systems where the evolution of its components is constrained by, and based on, the ancestral properties, and is subject to some selection mechanism. However, the logic can also be reversed: There may be more biology in computer operating systems than we would assume from them being just machines -all in all, they are engineered and operated by a biological system, living humans.
Material and Methods
All of the data and R code used for the analyses are available on GitHub at https :// github . com / aammd / Linux _ diversity _ patterns under GNU GP License.
Data on species commonness. We considered popularity (i.e. the number of users) of each distro as a measure of species commonness, which is analogous to either species abundance or range size. However, because GNU/Linux operating systems are mostly freely available for download and use, there is no single way to determine how frequently each distro is used. As a proxy for this information, we used data from Distrowatch (www . distrowatch . com ), which provides, among other things, popularity metrics. Popularity on Distrowatch is determined using hits per day (HPD) metric, which is an approximation of public interest in a distro, and we assumed that it is correlated to the actual number of users (i.e. the number of individuals in the population of a Linux distro).
We extracted two datasets: (1) Data on HPD of 275 distros averaged over a yearly period between 27/04/2016 and 28/04/2015 taken from https :// goo . gl /? authed =1 . These data were used to examine the species-abundance distributions (SAD) (Fig. 1A, B) , and to assess the relationship between niche breadth and popularity (Fig. 3) . Model of species-abundance distribution. We used mean of log(HPD) and standard deviation of log(HPD) as the maximum likelihood estimates of the log-normal probability density function that we plotted in Fig. 1A and B. For panel A, we drew a random sample from that distribution, ordered the outcome, and repeated this 1000 times. We then took the average of the 1000 orderings -this is the red line in Fig. 1A .
Taylor's Power Law (TPL). For each distro with >= 10 years monitored on
Distrowatch we calculated log-transformed temporal variance of HPD and log-transformed temporal mean of HPD. This resulted in 30 distro-specific log(Mean) vs. log(Variance) pairs (data points). Although a non-linear regression is potentially better suited to estimate the TPL scaling exponent, we following the practice in the broad literature on TPL and we fitted a normal linear regression of log(Variance) versus log(Mean) using log(Mean) vs. log(Variance) data (equation of the fitted regression in Fig. 1C) . We took the slope of the regression as the estimate of TPL scaling exponent.
Data on niche breadth. We used three proxies of niche breadth of Linux distros, which we also interpreted as a position of the distro on the specialist-generalist continuum:
(i) Number of packages. We made the analogy between species functional traits and software packages that come pre-installed with each distro, and we used number of software packages as niche breadth, with specialist distros having fewer packages, and generalist distros having more packages. This number of packages was extracted for each of the 275 distros that were listed at the site (specifically at https :// goo . gl /? authed =1 ) for the period between 27/04/2016 and 28/04/2015. On Distrowatch there is a specialized site giving detailed information on each distro. Example is an Ubuntu-specific website at http :// goo . gl /997 vtZ . We extracted Full Package List for each distro (the Ubuntu-specific example is at http :// goo . gl /0 Qhflk ) and derived numbers of packages from the number of rows in this table.
(ii) Number of applications. We used 32 'application' categories defining the broad purpose of each distro. These categories were: Assistive, Beginners, Chromebooks, Clusters, We use number of these applications as a measure of niche breadth. We merged Live CD, Live DVD and Live Medium to a single category called Live CD. On Distrowatch, each distro can be labeled with any combination of these categories. These labels can be obtained from each distro-specific website (example of Ubuntu: http :// goo . gl /997 vtZ ).
(iii) Number of specialized applications. We used the same number of applications as above, but we excluded the broad 'Desktop' and 'Live CD' categories, so that the number reflects only the relatively narrow applications.
Relationship between niche breadth and commonness. We fitted generalized linear model (quasipoisson family, log link function) with HPD (the commonness) as a response and the three measures of niche breadth (described above) as predictors; we log-transformed the number of packages prior to the modelling. Urosevic and J.A. Sandoval; the coded trees are available at http :// futurist . se / gldt / under GNU Free Documantation Licence. We converted the family trees into Newick phylogenetic trees, and for each distro we extracted the date at which its development began ("speciation"), and the date at which development ceased ("extinctions") -information that is virtually impossible to get from biological trees based on molecular sequences and morphological traits.
Speciation and extinction through time.
We separated the process of diversification among GNU/Linux distros into speciation and extinction. For each of the three distro families we plotted: (i) The cumulative number of speciation events, which is the number of distros which had been created up to a given date (even if development had ceased) -analogous to cumulative speciation through time plots created for biological systems, the so-called 'lineage-through-time plots' (52) . (ii) The cumulative number of extinction events through time, which is the cumulative number of distros which had ceased development -such plots 11 would be desirable in biological systems, but are usually impossible to create due to a lack of data. (iii) Per-species instantaneous speciation and extinction rates; these are numbers of distros that were created or their development ceased in a given month, divided by total number of distros in that month. The per-species instantaneous speciation rate was of key interest, since it is the quantity that is expected to slow down over time.
Data on composition of software packages (traits).
We extracted complete lists of software packages contained by default in the last stable versions of 57 Debian-based distros (Fig. 4) ; we extracted the data from www . distrowatch . com on 14/05/2016 (see the Methods section on niche breadth for more details).
Phylogenetic signal of traits. Using the data described above, we created a package X distro binary matrix, with 1 for presence of the packages, and 0 for absence. We calculated two distance matrices based on compositional dissimilarity between the 57 Debian-based distros; the compositional dissimilarity was measured by βj (Jaccard beta) and βsim (Beta sim) (53) . Using the Debian phylogeny, we also calculated distance matrix based on phylogenetic distance between the 57 distros. We then used Mantel tests (1000 permutations) to detect significant correlations between distance matrices representing compositional dissimilarity and phylogenetic distance. We also calculated Spearman correlations (Rho) between the matrices.
Host specialization of packages. Using 57 Debian-based distros for which we had data on software packages, we classified the packages to host generalists and host specialists, according to the rate of switches between their hosts. From 49,906 packages in our sample, 81 % (40,684) were hosted in one distro (Debian). We excluded all packages that were unique to a single distro, ending up with 9222 packages. We tested for host specialization in each of these packages by comparing the mean pairwise distance between the hosts with the expected mean pairwise distance assuming a null model. The expected mean pairwise distance was calculated by randomly shifting (1000 times) the packages in distros (community) by drawing host from the pool of hosts occurring in the distance matrix (phylogeny pool) with equal probability, i.e. between related hosts. We classified distros with a Z test, using a statistical threshold of P < 0.05 for host specialists. The analysis was performed using ses.mpd function from the R package picante (54) .
Relationship between area and diversification. We extracted information on country of origin of each distro from www . distrowatch . com , where each distro has its dedicated website (e.g., the Ubuntu-specific website at http :// goo . gl / xzTk ), and the header gives the country of origin. For each country we extracted its human population and area from www . geonames . com using R package geonames. We fitted generalized linear model (quasipoisson family, log link function) with number of diversification events as a response and either country human population (log transformed) or country area (log transformed) as predictors. Hits per day (HPD). HPD is a yearly average of the number of times per day any given distro page on DistroWatch.com is accessed. HPD is a proxy for distro popularity.
Diversification event Date at which the development of a distro began.
Extinction event Date at which development on a distro ceased.
Functional or life-history traits Software packages available with each distro. These packages or 'traits' determine the applicability of the distro.
Natural selection Use and popularity of a distro is based on users and downloads. Unused and unpopular distros go extinct.
Area/Productivity Population of country where distro was developed. Alternatively this could be the user base of each distro, however those statistics are not available. 
